
SCOOTER RENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
1.THE HIRER AGREES UNDER HIS RESPONSABILITY TO: 
 
-Not letting other people drive the hired vehicle, a part from the ones accepted in the agreement by the 
company, and nonetheless under the total responsibility of the hirer. 
-Not to use the vehicle in in speed competitions, under the influence of alcohol or drugs, to tow other 
vehicles, to carry prohibited goods. 
-It’s prohibited to take the vehicle out of the island. 
-Returning the vehicle in the place and at the time stipulated in the contract. 
-Return the vehicle with same fuel amount stipulated in the contract. 
-In case of breakdown communicate it to the company as soon as possible, and to waive any liability to the 
company. 
-Traffic fines and penalties attributed to the driver will be on behalf ot the hirer without the need to prove. 
-To reintagrate any cost resulting from scooter repossession or missing accessories. 
-To bear the risk of losing or having his goods damaged, waiving the Company from any liability, both when 
the agreement is active and when it has finalized. 
-In the event of an accident, communicate it to the company as soon as possible. 
-The hirer is qualified to drive the vehicle, knows how to do it and has received the proper instructions to 
drive the vehicle. 
-The use of the helmet is mandatory. 
 
2. 100&GO! COVERAGE INCLUDES 
 
-Third-party liability insurance. 
-Vehicle damages included its accessories that exceed 100€ (excess is 100€). 
-Vehicle Theft is covered except if key is left on ignition. 
-These coverages are subject to compliance with the conditions of the contract and the insurance policy. 
-Driver and passenger are NOT insured, and they waive the Company, the employees or the insurer from 
any liability of any physical or mental harm they may suffer as a result of driving the vehicle. 
 
3.DAMAGES NOT COVERED AND ON ACCOUNT OF THE HIRER: 
 
-First 100€ of damages to the scooter. 
-Those motivated by driver's negligences or those motivated by non-compliance with ther terms os this 
contract. 
 

4.APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION 
The personal data will not be transferred to third parties except if legally required. You have the right to 
access, amend, cancel and refuse this information. 
For any controversy that may arise in relation to this Contract, the Parties shall submit to the courts and 
tribunals of Mahón, waiving the right to any other jurisdiction they might be entitled to. 

 

In case of differences on its content, the Spanish version of the contract will 
prevail. 
 
Example of some costs: lost or broken key (max. 50€), refuelling with improper fuel (50€), damaged helmet 
(40€), damaged helmets visor (15€), broken mirror (15€),  damage to the upholstery(50€), broken trunk 
(50€). 
 


